Press Release, 31 January 2014

POLAND GOLD IN SKI JUMPING WITH WOLNY
STREITLER (AUT) AND  KLIMOV (RUS) CLOSE BEHIND


A golden jump for one of the pupils of coach Malysz. 19-year-old Wolny is the new World Champion
The men’s HS106 SJ competition delivered the silver to Streitler (AUT) and bronze to Klimov (RUS)
Super busy day tomorrow at the FIS Nordic Junior & U23 World Ski Champs


Today in the afternoon under a light drizzle the Jumping Stadium “G. Dal Ben” in Predazzo – Val di Fiemme (Italy) hosted the Individual men’s HS106 competition on the normal hill of the FIS Nordic Junior and U23 World Ski Championships. The competition should have taken place yesterday, but due to the weather conditions it was postponed until today. Instructed by the very experienced Adam Malysz, who has many Championships wins already under his belt, the Polish jumper Jakub Wolny made a golden leap and took the day’s highest honour, in front of Patrick Streitler (AUT) and Evgeniy Klimov (RUS).
In the first round the jumpers from Poland were in contention for the lead with Krzysztof Biegun  and Wolny in 5th and 7th places. But Klimov (RUS), Streitler (AUS), Ylitapio (FIN) and Bradatsch (GER) kept them out of the top positions. 
In the final round Wolny found the concentration he needed to make a perfectly executed 99 meter jump which catapulted him to the top of the leader board with a total of 231,5 points. After that point, Patrick Streitler’s (AUT) attempt to dethrone him with a 100 meter jump didn’t come off and the Austrian had to be satisfied with the silver. The Russian Evgeniy Klimov, leading after the first round, wasn’t able to do enough to hold on against the power of the white-and-red Wolny and completed the podium with the bronze medal. 
‘I think today is the most exciting day of my life – stated the winner – my jumps were really good and I hope we achieve the same result tomorrow in the Team competition. Poland has a great group of jumpers, we feel very strong and we will fight hard in the next competition.’
The FIS Nordic Junior & U23 World Ski Champs in Val di Fiemme will continue tomorrow with the Nordic Combined competition starting at 9.50 am (individual HS106, individual XC 5km at 2.30 pm). The XC Ladies Skiathlon 7.5km C+7.5km F U23 is scheduled tomorrow at 10.00 am, followed by the XC Men Skiathlon 15km C+15km F U23. SJ Team HS 106 Men will be held in the evening at 6.00 pm at the Ski Jumping Stadium.
Info: www.fiemme2014.com
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Normal Hill Individual Men HS 106
1 WOLNY Jakub (POL) 231.5, 2 STREITLER Patrick (AUT) 230.7, 3 KLIMOV Evgeniy (RUS) 229.7, 4 BRADATSCH Sebastian (GER) 226.2, 5 TOLLINGER Elias (AUT) 224.8, 6 BIEGUN Krzysztof (POL) 224.2, 7 MAEAETTAE Jarkko (FIN) 218.9, 8 MURANKA Klemens (POL) 218, 9 PREVC Cene (SLO) 217.2, 10 WINTER Paul (GER) 216, 




